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Curie-temperature enhancement of electron-doped Sr2FeMoO6 perovskites studied
by photoemission spectroscopy
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We report here on the electronic structure of electron-doped half-metallic ferromagnetic perovskites such as
Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 (x5020.6) as obtained from high-resolved valence-band photoemission spectroscopy
~PES!. By comparing the PES spectra with band-structure calculations, a distinctive peak at the Fermi levelEF

with predominantly~Fe1Mo! t2g
↓ character has been evidenced for all samples, irrespectively of thex values

investigated. Moreover, we show that the electron doping due to the La substitution provides selectively
delocalized carriers to thet2g

↓ metallic spin channel. Consequently, a gradual rising of the density of states at
the EF has been observed as a function of the La doping. By changing the incoming photon energy we have
shown that electron doping mainly rises preferentially the Mo density of states. These findings provide fun-
damental clues for understanding the origin of ferromagnetism in these oxides and shall be of relevance for
tailoring oxides having still higherTC .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.115101 PACS number~s!: 79.60.2i, 71.45.Lr, 64.60.2i, 73.20.At
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I. INTRODUCTION

The early discovery of colossal magnetoresistance
abundantly stimulated the research on manganese oxide
cause of their leading technological applications, not cou
ing their critical importance in basic physics. However, ty
cally the magnetoresistance strength diminishes as the C
temperature~TC! increases up to room temperature, th
making it difficult the direct technological use of these a
vanced materials. As progress of spintronics requires f
spin-polarized ferromagnetic materials, havingTC well
above room temperature, the recent finding of roo
temperature tunneling magnetoresistance and half-met
~HM! behavior in Sr2FeMoO6 ~SFMO! oxides with TC
;400 K ~Ref. 1! has opened renewed interest and expe
tions for promising applications.A2MM 8O6 double perovs-
kites are built up by alternate M8O6 and MO6 octahedral
units bonded by oxygen bridges, where A is an alkaline ea
or rare-earth ion and M, M8 are 3d and 4d/5d transition
metals. These materials are predicted to be HM,1–4 where the
metallic behavior of one electron spin channel is coexist
with an energy gap between valence and conduction ba
for the electrons of the other spin polarization. In short,
electronic configuration of SFMO can be described
Fe(3d62d):Mo(4dd) (d50.35!. The Fe-3d fullfilled ( t2g

3

andeg
2) spin-up electrons can be viewed as localized wher

the Fe 3d partially empty (t2g
12d) spin-down states are

strongly hybridized with O-2p orbitals and partially empty
Mo-4dd ~spin-down! states. Consequently, these transitio
metal oxides alloys present bands associated to one
polarization~in this case Fe-3d spin-up! entirely filled, and
separated by an energy gap from the other spin channe
volving Fe-3d and Mo-4d spin-down electrons has a meta
lic character.
0163-1829/2004/69~11!/115101~6!/$22.50 69 1151
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Recent photoemission spectroscopy~PES! experiments6–8

have provided evidence of the half-metallic character
SFMO by determining that the states close to the Fermi le
have predominantly Mot2g

↓ and Fet2g
↓ character: by compar

ing the measured valence-band spectra with the local s
density approximation~LSDA! band-structure theoretica
calculations it has been concluded that the delocalized e
trons at the EF are totally spin-down polarized. Consiste
results have been lately obtained by using x-ray absorp
spectroscopy experiments.9 The site-specific reported infor
mation is also in agreement with LSDA theoretical calcu
tions which contemplate that well localizedt2g

3 and eg
2

spin-up Fe-3d subbands are well below the Fermi level a
that the delocalizedt2g spin-down subbands due to th
Mo(4d) and Fe (3d) are at the EF . These spectroscopi
results together with recent magnetic measurements in
paramagnetic phase10 support that the AFM interaction is
driven by a mechanism where the itinerant carriers and
Fe localized cores tend to be antiparallel, at variance with
double exchange interaction.

Magnetic measurements are consistent with ferromagn
ordering of Fe(3d62d) moments which shall be antiferro
magnetically coupled to any moment on Mo(4dd) sites. Un-
derstanding of the physical mechanism lying behind the
romagnetic ordering remains challenging. Difficulties ar
mainly due to the fact that in this structure the 4d(Mo) ions
are essentially nonmagnetic and thus the separation betw
the magnetic ions@3d(Fe)# is substantially large (;8 Å).
In spite of this, the Curie temperature is very high, exceed
that of the celebrated manganites (TC,360 K). This obser-
vation suggests that the double exchange model used to
scribe the ferromagnetism in manganites cannot be sa
used in the present case. Sarmaet al.6 proposed that due to
the Fe-Mo hybridization, the intra-atomic exchange in Mo
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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much enhanced thus resulting in a strong antiferromagn
coupling between Fe and Mo and thus leading to an effec
more robust Fe-Fe ferromagnetic ordering. Recently, F
et al.11 have proposed that ferromagnetism is stabilized
the exchange splitting of the Mo(4d) orbitals, which lowers
the energy of carriers and promotes a charge transfer f
the spin-up to the spin-down subbands.

Based on neutron diffraction1,12,13 and early Mo¨ssbauer
spectroscopy data,14 ferrimagnetism was proposed to b
originated from the AFM ordering of Fe31 (3d5; t2g

3↑ eg
2↑):

Mo51(4d1; t2g
1↓) configurations, thus predicting a saturatio

magnetization of 4mB . However, the experimental values
the saturation moment are commonly found to be of ab
3.1-3.2mB .1,14–16So far, this sensible diminution of the sat
ration moment has been attributed to a partial Fe-Mo dis
der. From more recent Mo¨ssbauer data, however, a state
valence fluctuation of Fe2.51 has been proposed by Linde´n
et al.17 and Balcellset al.,5 and this has been sustained
Chmaissenet al. who has foundmFe5(4.3–4.4)mB from
neutron diffraction and Mo¨ssbauer studies.18 We recall that,
as indicated in reference 5, the saturation magnetization
ues can not allow discriminating among Fe31:Mo51 or
Fe21:Mo61 electronic configurations. In contrast, the effe
tive moment in the paramagnetic phase shall be insensitiv
the presence of Fe/Mo disorder and should, in principle,
lows to discriminate between Fe31:Mo51 or Fe21:Mo61

configurations, thus it may provide a more robust insight i
the electronic configuration of the Fe/Mo ionic species. U
ing this approach, Tovaret al. have recently shown that th
magnetic properties in the paramagnetic regime canno
understood by considering only the contribution of localiz
moments: the effective paramagnetic moment is found to
smaller that it should be expected for any electronic confi
ration Fe(3d6):Mo(4d0) or Fe(3d5):Mo(4d1).19

In fact, the paramagnetic susceptibility data has b
modeled10 by assuming that there is an exchange indu
spin polarization of the conduction band being antiferrom
netically coupled to the localized moments by Hund co
pling. Even more, the strength of the ferromagnetic coupl
has been predicted to be proportional to the density of st
at the Fermi level@D(EF)#. These findings may provide mi
croscopic understanding of the observed augmentation o
Curie temperature upon electron doping20 although direct
evidence is still lacking. Similarly, evidence of a ha
metallic ferromagnetic nature of these electron-doped dou
perovskites is still missing.

Here, we report on synchrotron radiation photoemiss
measurements near the Fermi level of Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 with
a gradual level of electron doping. As it has been recen
shown,20 the doping ~achieved via partial substitution o
Sr12 by La13) promotes a substantial enhancement of
Curie temperature~with DTC up to 80 K!. These experimen
tal evidences, sharply contrast with some recent predictio21

thus illustrating the complexity of phase diagram in dou
perovskites. We will show here that as the La substitut
progresses, a noticeable enhancement of theD(EF) mainly
formed by Mo(4d) and Fe (3d) states is measured. A clea
correlation betweenD(EF) and TC is discovered. In addi-
11510
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tion, we provide spectroscopic evidence that the electron
jection supplies carriers to the metallic spin-down chann
while the other Fe-3d fullfilled ( t2g

3 andeg
2) spin-up insulat-

ing channel remains unchanged. These results constitu
stringent test for proposed models for electronic struct
and ferromagnetism in SFMO and shall provide guidelin
for further progress on tailoring ferromagnetic metals hav
optimal properties for spintronics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

PES experiments on Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 ceramic samples
have been performed at the ANTARES~SU8 beamline! at
LURE using synchrotron radiation light between 14 and 8
eV provided by an insertion device of Super-Aco stora
ring.22,23 The Fermi level of the oxides has been determin
using Cu as reference. In the range of explored energiesn
the energy resolution has been of about 50–150 meV.23–25

The spectra intensity has been normalized with respect to
source photon flux, which has been measured using
photoinduced current I0 of a gold grid placed behind the
sample. In order to take into account a constant detec
geometry and the optimal analyzer focus for all samples a
lyzed, we have considered a spectral feature sensible to t
parameters. As it is known in PES experiments, the abso
value of the background intensity in the flat zones of t
spectra is particularly affected by the above-mentioned
perimental parameters. Consequently, the quantitative ev
ation presented in this work has been done considering
absolute background intensity value at 5 eV above the Fe
level. Only those samples, whose background intensity
comparable~within 2% of error! have been considered
Moreover, any particular alignment has been imposed,
any additional normalization procedure has been taken
account.

Due to the polycrystalline nature of the investigat
samples, the results reported here should be considere
angle-integrated data, because the lack of momentum
crimination in the reciprocal space. Samples have b
scratched in situ in ultrahigh vacuum (P,3310211 torr! by
using a diamond saw. Surface contamination has been m
tored by synchrotron radiation photoemission. All inves
gated samples showed a very high level of reactivity. Min
photoemission features near the Fermi level were much m
affected by small amount of carbon and/or oxygen conta
nation than strong PES features at high binding energies.
correct cleanliness of the samples was achieved ensuring
cellent UHV conditions and the confirmation that any tra
of contamination were present in them. All measureme
have been carried out at room temperature.

Sample preparation, structural and magnetic character
tion can be found elsewhere.5,19,20Here, in order to illustrate
the high quality of the used samples, we only mention tha
the pristine compound (x50), the saturation magnetizatio
is MS53.8mB and the antisite concentration~i.e., misplaced
Fe/Mo ions! is ;5% and the Curie temperature~determined
from extrapolation of the magnetization curves! is of about
430 K. For the rest of samples the corresponding values
1-2
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TC5440 K, 465 K, and 480 K forx50.2, 0.4, and 0.6,
respectively. TheseTC values are comparable to those r
ported in Ref. 20 for similar samples. TheTC values deter-
mined from the Arrot plots also show the same system
rise with doping although the absolute values are somew
lower; for instanceTC5400 K and 420 K forx50 and 0.4,
respectively. Refinement of neutron-diffraction profiles ha
been used to confirm that, within the experimental reso
tion, all samples reported here have oxygen stoichiome
content.26

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the valence-band spectrum
Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 (x50, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6! samples col-
lected usinghn550 eV. The same spectra have been m
sured using a wide photon energy range~not shown!, includ-
ing near hn590 eV where Mo states present a Coop
minimum and thus the PES is mainly dominated by Fe(3d)
and O(2p) states. The significant photoemission features
the valence band of these compounds are present in all s
tra measured in the 30 eV,hn,170 eV photon energy
range. It is noticeable, that the relative intensity of the pe
in each spectra depends on the photon energy used due
well-known energy dependence of the matrix elemen
These results are in excellent agreement with recent p
lished data for SFMO~Ref. 8! and Ba2FeMoO6 ~Ref. 7!
double perovskites.

As we will show below, all significant valence-band ph
toemission features recorded from the La-doped SF
samples closely correspond to those for the parent compo
valence band. In the past, the assignation of every peak
been basically done comparing experimental valence-b
spectra with theoretical density of states calculations.1,7,8 In
order to correlate the measured La-doped samples spe

FIG. 1. Valence-band spectra photoemission spectra
Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 (x50 –0.6) recorded athn550 eV. In the bot-
tom part, theoretical calculations adapted from Ref. 1 are includ
11510
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weight with the dominating integrated density of states
these compounds, we included in the bottom of the Fig
the first reported theoretical density of states for the SFM
from Kobayashiet al.1 These results, based on the gener
ized gradient approximation for the exchange and correla
part of the density-functional method, give the spin discrim
nated bands characteristic of SFMO. Subsequently, sev
theoretical groups have performed band-structure calc
tions for the SFMO. In particular, Wuet al.4 and Saitoh
et al.,8 by using full-potential linearized augmented pla
wave method within the LSDA and LSDA1U scheme, have
showed that the generic features of the SFMO valence b
are consistent with the GGA calculations.1 The only notice-
able change induced by the introduction of an effective C
lomb repulsionUe f f , concerns the binding energy of th
spin-up Fe(t2g) states, which are shifted down in energy.8,4,7

Regarding Fig. 1, it can be noticed that two major fe
tures, occurring at28 and26 eV correspond to O(2p) and
Fe(et2g

↑ ) states, respectively, as it has been reported be
for nonelectron doped samples.7,8 Experimentally, the metal-
lic edge is clearly visible for all samples. In addition we
defined features are observed at binding energies~BE! ex-
tended from;22.5 eV to ;210 eV, below the Fermi
level. In agreement with computations,1,4,9 the experimental
peaks can be safely assigned to two dominating features,
mainly spin-up and spin-down O(2p)-hybridized band ex-
tended from29 eV to22 eV and one sharp large peak ne
the upper band edge associated to the spin-up Fe(t2g) states,
which extends from26 eV to 22 eV. The metallic edge
can be well recognized for allx values. At the bottom of the
valence band, we observe a broad feature at 9–12 eV.
peak has not been reported in La-nondoped samples, hen
has not been so far assigned. It cannot be associated to
contamination because the cleanliness of the samples
carefully and regularly checked by synchrotron radiati
photoemission. Alternatively, even if theoretical ban
structure calculations of La-doped compounds are not av
able, we may speculatively relate this peak to Fe-O hyb
ized states, which could be associated to the existence
structural phase transition in these samples. Atx50.6 this
phase transition is well established, however, at lower dop
values, it is supposed to be present but only partially, in
way, which is rather difficult to ascertain quantitatively.

Substantial modifications of the spectra are observed a
around ~0–2 eV! the Fermi level upon La substitution
Within the context of this paper of the greatest interest is
valence-band spectrum close to theEF as shown in Fig. 2. To
elucidate the origin of the observed changes in the spec
we have recorded spectra at different photon energies
the purpose of taking advantage of the dependence of
photoionization cross sectionss of the different elements on
the photon energy. Detailed inspection of these spectra
mediately reveals a finer structure. Athn590 eV @Fig. 2
~top!#, where the cross section of the Fe electronic state
much higher than those from molybdenum and oxyg
@s(Fe):s(Mo):s(O);7:0.1:1.5#, the spectra show two
main features, one state at the Fermi edge which chan
slightly its intensity as the electron doping progresses
other state extended from 0.7 eV to 2.5 eV, whose intensit

r

d.
1-3
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unchanged as the La doping increases.
In Fig. 2 ~middle! we show the same spectra recorded

hn550 eV, where the cross sections of Fe, Mo, and O io
are comparable@s(Fe):s(Mo):s(O);9:3.5:6#. Both fea-
tures are present; however, their behavior as a function
doping is different: in this case, the intensity of both state
clearly rising as the La content increases, thus revealin
gradual modifications of Mo and O derived states. We
clude in Fig. 2~bottom! the theoretical density of states fo
the parent compound as recently calculated by Saitohet al.8

In agreement with computations,1,4,11,8 we note that the ex-
perimental features observed in the PES can be assigne
oxygen O(2p) hybridized spin-up Fe(eg) (21 –22.5 eV)
states and spin-down Fe(t2g)1Mo(t2g) states ~0 to
21 eV).

Deconvolution of the experimental data has been d
~Fig. 3! using a background Gaussian function that colle
the tail of the26 eV peak~Fig. 2! plus three gaussian peak
labeledC, B, and A convoluted with the Fermi function in
Fig. 3. The solid line through the data shows the quality
the fits. This decomposition allows a clear identification
the states~B at ;22.0 eV and C at;21.25 eV), corre-
sponding to the spin-up Fe(eg) doublet band predicted b
several theoretical works.1–4,6–8,11The expected theoretica
bandwidth of 1.5 eV for the spin-up Fe(eg

↑) states agrees
quite well with the states labeled asB and C. Taking into

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Photoemission spectra near EF region of
Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 (x50 –0.6) recorded athn590 eV ~top! and
hn550 eV ~middle!. In the bottom part, theoretical calculation
adapted from Ref. 29 are included.
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account the spectral weight broadening due to the rela
high measurement temperature, we can estimate the ph
emission half-gap on the occupied state side of the majo
spin-up Fe(eg

↑) channel to be 0.760.2 eV. The peak labeled
A, extending up to the Fermi level, can be associated
spin-down Fe(t2g

↓ ) and Mo(t2g
↓ ) states. The comparison o

the PES spectra with theoretical predictions1,8 shown in Fig.
2 confirms the peak assignation we have made. From da
Fig. 2, it is clear that the position of the spin-up Fe(eg

↑) states
(B andC), does not change noticeably with La doping, i
dicating that the spin-up~majority! channel gap is not per
turbed by the electron injection all along the investigat
doping regime.

It is important to note that, in agreement with rece
predictions,21 the results shown in Fig. 3 indicate that
simple rigid-band model cannot be used to analyze the d
In this framework, it shall be expected that a charge trans
or carrier doping may promote a rigid upward shift of th
Fermi level in order to fill with the extra chargeavailable
unoccupied bands. If this was the case the binding energy
both spin channels should have been increased in the s
amount as the Fermi level may have been shifted. In spit
this, only the states at the Fermi level~featureA of Fig. 2!
associated to the delocalized spin-down Mo states are m
fied. The spectral weight related to those totally polariz
states increases and their binding energy shifts slightly a
from the Fermi level. In contrast, featuresB andC associated
to the spin-up channel are not affected by the electron dop
keeping their binding energy unchanged for different La co
tent. Consequently, the photoemission half-gap on the oc
pied state side of the minority spin-up Fe(eg

↑) channel re-
mains invariable (,0.760.2 eV) irrespectively on doping.

In order to evaluate the behavior of the intensity of pea

FIG. 3. Upper part of the valence-band spectra
Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 (x50,0.6), recorded athn550 eV. Deconvolu-
tion of different states are indicated.
1-4
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A, B, andC, we concentrate our analysis on the PES spe
~Fig. 2! obtained at the Mo Cooper minimum (hn
590 eV), with purpose to discriminate the relative contrib
tion of the Fe and Mo to the corresponding states. Top pa
Fig. 2 reveals that athn590 eV thet2g

↓ states do not chang
their intensity upon La doping, thus indicating that the e
hancement observed athn550 eV is due to the some pro
gressive admixture of Mo~A! and oxygen hybridized orbital
(B and C), to the bottom of the conduction and top of th
valence band, respectively. Of fundamental importance is
observation that athn550 eV ~and to lower extent also fo
hn590 eV) the intensity of thet2g

↓ peak ~labeled A) in-
creases and thus the corresponding density of states a
Fermi levelD(EF) also rises. This is a key result that revea
that La doping and the accompanying electron injection p
mote an enhancement ofD(EF). The fact that this effect is
almost canceled when photons insensitive to Mo states
used, suggests that the electron doping supplies charg
most exclusively to previously unoccupied spin down↓ Mo
states, although these states may be strongly hybridized
oxygen and Fe states. Moreover, independently of the ph
energy used, the data undoubtedly show that the BE of
spin-up channel remains unaffected by the La electron d
ing, whereas the spin-down channel close to the Fermi le
is affected both in BE and intensity.

The density of statesD(EF) has been evaluated by inte
grating the measured PES intensity measured at 50 eV~Fe
and Mo sensitive, Fig. 2~middle! over an energy range o
6100 meV around the Fermi-edge inflexion point. As sho
in Fig. 4 ~inset!, where we collect the normalizedD(EF) vs
La concentration~x! ~solid circles!, there is a roughly linear
enhancement ofD(EF) upon doping. We have tested th
robustness of this result by integrating the PES intensity o
other energy ranges~50–200 meV!. No significant variation
of the D(EF ,x) dependence is found. The relevance of t
finding can be better appreciated in Fig. 4~main panel!
where we plot theD(EF) values together with the Curi

FIG. 4. Curie temperature vs the density of statesD(EF ,x)
taken at 50 eV. Inset: NormalizedD(EF)5D(EF ,x)/D(EF,0))
taken at 50 eV (d) and 90 eV (s) vs the La contents.
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temperature of each Sr22xLaxFeMoO6 sample. A striking,
almost linear, dependence ofTC on theD(EF) is obtained.
This is a fundamental result that reveals and illustrates
role of the itinerant carriers on the ferromagnetic coupling
these oxides. The prediction thatTC may rise when increas
ing theD(EF) contained in the formalism of analysis of th
effective moment and ferromagnetic coupling recently dev
oped by Tovaret al.10 was at the heart of the attempts to ri
TC by electron doping.20 It is worth noting that the density o
states projected on the Fe state, as determined from the
obtained athn590 eV @open circles in Fig. 4~inset!#, does
not show any significant variation upon La doping thus illu
trating that doping carriers occupy mainly Mo orbitals.

The data shown here do not provide insight into the m
croscopic mechanism for the modification of the density
states, although it is clearly triggered by the La doping. T
difficulty arises due to the fact that the carrier injection a
sociated to the La doping is accompanied by a gradual
expansion and structural distortion and the enhanced p
ence of antisites.20 These effects are the result of the differe
sizes of La/Sr ions and a reduced driving force for Fe/M
ordering due to the electron injection. The latter would
consistent with doping electrons occupying Mo-4d orbitals21

and thus in agreement with the present data. The former
reduce the Mo-O-Fe orbital overlapping thus shrinking t
conduction band. However, to what extent these phenom
contribute to the observed modifications of theD(EF) is
nowadays unknown and further efforts to discriminate b
tween bond bending, antisites and genuine carrier doping
required to address this issue.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have provide evidence that, in dou
perovskites, there is a close connection between theD(EF)
and the strength of the ferromagnetic coupling and thus
Curie temperature. This experimental observation sho
provide a solid guide for research of half-metallic ferroma
netic oxides having still higherTC and consequently oppor
tunities for further developments of materials for spintroni
We shall mention that recent findings in ferromagnetic
luted semiconductors27 also fit in the framework and meth
odologies developed here and thus the present results
have impact in areas of major current activity. On the oth
hand, Pickett28 recently proposed that A2MM 8O6 oxides
could be ideal candidates for searching exotic sp
compensated half-metallic antiferromagnetism and eve
ally single spin superconductivity. Our observation that t
spin-down carrier density can be adjusted by appropr
doping may provide an alternative way to reach the requi
fully spin compensation.
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